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Rotary-type voice coil motors are widely used as actuators in hard disk drives. The recent trend toward higher
density and smaller form factors in data storage devices requires performance improvement of the voice coil
motor. In this study, we introduce a Halbach magnet array to the voice coil motor in order to increase the force
generation. The Halbach magnetic circuit outperforms the conventional magnetic circuit due to the confined
magnetic flux. To investigate the performance of the Halbach magnetic circuit, we analyze air gap flux density
with the various shapes and thickness of the magnets using 3-dimensional finite element analysis. Consequently
the optimum shape of the Halbach magnetic circuit is proposed. Simulations and experimental results proved
effectiveness of the proposed magnet array in the voice coil motor for a commercial hard disk drive.
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1. Introduction
A voice coil motor (VCM) is a simple electromagnetic
actuator composed of coils, permanent magnets, and iron
yokes. The VCM offers excellent control characteristics
where direct-drive linear actuation is required. Sometimes,
a rotary-type VCM can be utilized as a high performance
laser shutter [1]. The most common application of a
rotary-type VCM is a hard disk drive (HDD) [2]. The
VCM plays an important role of moving read/write heads
for seeking and following the destination track in the
presence of several disturbances. As demand increases for
smaller HDD with larger capacities, a high performance
actuator needs to be developed. Lee et al. [3] redesigned
the coil shape to enhance dynamic performance. Suzuki et
al. [4] proposed a round coil and axe-shaped magnet to
reduce out-of-plane force causing a vibration mode. More
fundamentally, to make the system move faster, larger
actuating force is required with limited volume.
Since VCM utilizes Lorentz force, high magnetic flux
density in the air gap generates large actuating force and
eventually decreases seek time. In this study, we introduced the Halbach magnet array to increase the air gap
flux density of a HDD VCM. In order to evaluate the
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effectiveness of the Halbach magnetic circuit practically,
a magnetic circuit from a commercial HDD was replaced
with the proposed Halbach magnetic circuit except coil.
Then, we provided quantitative evaluation of the performance improvement on a commercial HDD VCM by
measuring air gap flux density and dynamic performance.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, Halbach
magnetic circuit is introduced, also together with conventional magnetic circuit. Section 3 describes analysis on
various Halbach magnetic circuits. Experimental verification is presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this
paper.

2. Halbach Magnetic Circuit
Since its invention by Halbach [5], many researchers
have applied the Halbach magnet array in an electric
motor [6], a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [7], and
an optical disk drive [8]. In our previous work, we proved
the effectiveness of the Halbach magnet array as a magnetic circuit for a rotary-type VCM in terms of generated
force and compactness [9]. Also we proposed a Halbach
magnetic circuit and analyzed its performance in a labmade VCM [10]. Fig. 1 illustrates the structures of conventional magnetic circuit and Halbach magnetic circuit for
a rotary-type VCM. The arrows on the magnets in Fig.
1(c) and (d) indicate magnetization directions of each
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Fig. 2. FEA model of double-sided Halbach magnet array.
Table 1. Magnetic flux densities for various opening angles.

Fig. 1. Magnetic circuits in rotary-type VCM: (a) Conventional magnetic circuit, (b) Halbach magnetic circuit, (c)
cross-sectional view of conventional magnetic circuit, (d)
cross-sectional view of Halbach magnetic circuit.

magnet. The conventional magnetic circuit uses vertically-magnetized magnets only. However, the Halbach magnetic circuit includes a horizontally-magnetized magnet
between vertically-magnetized magnets. The horizontallymagnetized magnet provides additional magnetic flux
paths, and the flux can be less concentrated in the yoke on
which the magnets are attached. This allows us to decrease the thickness of the yoke that doesn’t make magnetic flux saturated, and gives a possibility to increase the
thickness of magnets without changing the total thickness
of the magnetic circuit. Consequently, the flux density in
the air gap can be increased. We also note that the total
area of the magnets and the air gap thickness of the coils
do not change.

3. Analysis
To evaluate the Halbach magnet array on a rotary-type
VCM, we first compared both magnetic circuits using the
three-dimensional finite element analysis (3D FEA). The
magnetic analysis was performed using a FEA model,
which is shown in Fig. 2, implemented by a nonlinear 3D
FEA software (MAXWELL 3D, ANSOFT). All magnets,
yokes and air gap were meshed by tetrahedral elements.
About 48,200 elements were generated for this FEA
model. Simulated permanent magnets were NdFeB50-M
grade magnets with an intrinsic coercive force of 875 kA/
m and remnant magnetization of 1.39 T. The yoke was
assumed as steel 1010. We analyzed Halbach magnetic
circuits for the cases of θ = 0o, 8o, 12o, 16o, 20o, and 24o
where θ is the opening angle of the fan-shaped horizontally magnetized magnet as shown in Fig. 1(b). The
Halbach magnetic circuit with θ = 0o represents a conv-

Opening angle
of center magnet

Air gap (T)

Yoke (T)

0°
8°
12°
16°
20°
24°

0.7280
0.7299
0.7302
0.7310
0.7313
0.7313

1.649
1.422
1.343
1.254
1.143
1.016

entional magnetic circuit. From the FEA results, the size
of the horizontally-magnetized magnet was determined.
Fig. 3 shows the simulated y-directional component of the
flux density in the middle of the air gap along the X-axis
in the cross-sectional view of the Halbach magnetic circuit shown in Fig. 1(d). Table 1 lists the flux densities in
air gap and yoke for various opening angles. Even though
the flux density in air gap does not change much, the flux
density in yoke is drastically reduced when increasing the
opening angle. This phenomenon is very meaningful because
we can decrease the thickness of the yoke, and increase
the thickness of the magnets without changing the total
thickness of the magnetic circuit.
However, a restriction exists. Fig. 3 shows air gap flux

Fig. 3. Simulated air gap flux density of Halbach magnetic
circuits with regard to the opening angle of center magnet.
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Fig. 4. Picture of voice coil motor showing the flux density
constant range.

density along the arc trajectory of the VCM coil. As the
angle of the center magnet increases, the flux density
constant range - the range over which the coils can move
without any flux density variations - decreases. Considering the flux density constant range, the size of the center
magnet was determined. Fig. 4 shows a rotary-type VCM
and the flux density constant range. The camera was fixed
over the HDD, and two pictures were taken when the coil
was at the both ends of the working range of the VCM.
Overlapping two pictures, the flux density constant range
was determined. From Fig. 3, we found that the length of
the flux density constant range should be 12.5 mm at
least. To satisfy this condition, the size of the center

Table 2. Analysis results of conventional magnetic circuit and
Halbach magnetic circuit.
Thickness Thickness Flux density
of magnets of yokes in the air gap
(T)
(mm)
(mm)

magnet, θ, was chosen as 12o.
From the previous result, we knew that the Halbach
magnet array reduced flux density in yoke, which gives a
capacity to use thicker magnet. Thus, various sets of
magnet and yoke were simulated keeping the total thickness constant. Table 2 lists the results including the conventional case. With the conventional magnetic circuit, the
thicknesses of the magnets and yokes were 1.8 mm and
2.4 mm, respectively. In this case, the air gap flux density
was 0.728 T and the flux density in the base yoke was
1.649 T. With the Halbach magnetic circuit, the air gap
flux density has an optimal value for a certain set. As the
thickness of magnets is increased, the air gap flux density
becomes larger. However, if we increase the thickness of
magnets further, the flux density through the yoke becomes saturated. Then, it can pass no more flux density to
the air gap. As shown in Table 2, we found that the air
gap flux density could be increased to 0.810 T while the
level of saturation of the yokes changed insignificantly.
The corresponding thickness of the magnets and yokes
were 2.4 mm and 1.8 mm, respectively. In this case, the
Halbach magnetic circuit gains an 11.3% increase in the
air gap flux density compared with the conventional
magnet circuit.

4. Experimental Results
In order to experimentally verify the effectiveness of
the Halbach magnetic circuit, we fabricated a prototype
and compared its performance with that of a conventional
magnetic circuit equipped in a commercial HDD (3.5
inches, Samsung electronics). The magnet thickness for
Halbach magnetic circuit was 2.4 mm from the previous

Flux density
in the base
yoke (T)

Conventional
magnetic
circuit (θ=0°)

1.8

2.4

0.728

1.649

Halbach
magnetic
circuit
(θ=12°)

1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0

2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2

0.730
0.748
0.765
0.780
0.795
0.809
0.810
0.804
0.778
0.773
0.765
0.752
0.741

1.343
1.380
1.413
1.448
1.482
1.515
1.661
1.740
1.747
1.761
1.769
1.773
1.773

Fig. 5. Pictures of the manufactured Halbach magnetic circuit:
(a) Halbach magnet array on the base yoke, (b) the installed
Halbach magnetic circuit.
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Fig. 6. Measured air gap flux density of conventional and halbach magnetic circuit.

analysis. All magnet properties were same as those used
in simulations. The fabricated Halbach magnetic circuit is
demonstrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(a), the Halbach magnet
array was assembled to the base yoke. The cover yoke,
which have a same Halbach magnet array, was removed
for clarity. Each magnet was glued by epoxy adhesive.
Fig. 5(b) shows a side view of the Halbach magnetic
circuit, which was installed in a commercial HDD instead
of a conventional magnetic circuit.
The measured air gap flux density is plotted in Fig. 6.
The flux density was measured at regular spaces using
gauss meter (Model 7030, F. W. BELL). The experimental
measurements showed excellent agreement with the simulation results. The discrepancy was within 1% for both
magnetic circuits. According to these results, the air gap
flux density in the Halbach magnetic circuit was 0.816 T,
while that of the conventional magnetic circuit was 0.730
T. Therefore, there is an 11.8% increase in the air gap flux
density by adopting the Halbach magnetic circuit on a
rotary-type VCM. To verify the enhancement of dynamic
performance, frequency responses of displacement of the
VCM in response to input current were tested for both
magnetic circuits: the conventional and the Halbach magnetic circuit. The displacement is measured by a laser
Doppler vibrometer (OFV3001 and OFV501, Polytec) at
the end-tip of the swing arm which are actuated by the
VCM. A dynamic signal analyzer (35670A, Agilent)
records the displacement simultaneously sweeping the
input current, from 100 Hz to 10,000 Hz. Fig. 7 shows the
frequency response functions. Obviously, the Halbach
magnetic circuit has higher magnitude than the conventional one in most ranges of frequency. Typically a

Fig. 7. Frequency response functions.

VCM is modeled as a double integrator. In this case, the
corresponding magnitude is proportion to a force constant
which is generated force per ampere. On an average from
100 Hz to 1,000 Hz, the Halbach magnetic circuit gained
0.92 dB more in magnitude, which means 11% larger
force constant. This result was also perfectly matched
with the measured flux density.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the adoption of a Halbach magnetic circuit for a rotary-type VCM was proposed. A prototype of
the Halbach magnetic circuit was fabricated, and its performance was compared with the performance of a conventional magnetic circuit. We achieved an 11% increase
in the dynamic force by applying the proposed Halbach
magnetic circuit to a commercial HDD VCM without
changing the total thickness, the air gap thickness, or the
magnet surface area.
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